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THE CONSCIOUS VS. UNCONSCIOUS MIND

➤ Unconscious 

➤ To Freud, a deep well of unacceptable thoughts 

➤ Today, information processing we are not aware of 

➤ His theory of personality is psychoanalysis 

➤ thoughts and actions are caused by unconscious motives 
and conflicts 

➤ this is also the treatment for psychological disorders 

➤ to understand the conflicts within the mind: 

➤ id, ego, and superego



FREUD’S IDEA OF THE MIND’S STRUCTURE



ID

➤ tries to satisfy our basic drives 
to survive, reproduce, and be 
aggressive 

➤ completely in unconscious so 
never aware of it 

➤ operates on the pleasure 
principle 

➤ seeks immediate 
gratification - avoid pain



EGO

➤ tries to satisfy the id’s 
impulses in realistic ways 

➤ connection between the id 
and the environment 

➤ conscious part of personality 
(what people actually see) 

➤ operates on the reality 
principle



SUPEREGO

➤ develops last (age 4-5) 

➤ this is our moral compass or 
conscience 

➤ mediates between the id and 
ego 

➤ shows not just what is real 
but ideal



THE 
PSYCHOSEXUAL 

STAGES OF 
DEVELOPMENT

Freud’s Ideas



THE STAGES

Freud’s Psychosexual Stages

Stage Focus

Oral 
(0-18 months) Mouth - biting, chewing, sucking

Anal 
(18-36 months) Elimination - bowels and bladder; coping with demands of control

Phallic (3-6 years) Resolving Oedipus/Electra Complex

Latency (6 - 
puberty) Dormant sexual feelings, developing defense mechanisms and superego

Genital Reached full sexual maturity



DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONALITY

➤ Freud believed this happened in first few years 

➤ Children incorporate their parent’s values into their 
developing superegos in a process called identification 

➤ Fixation - when a conflict is left unresolved it leaves a 
lingering focus on an earlier stage 

➤ Oedipus Complex - a boy’s sexual desires towards his mother; 
jealousy or hatred toward his father 

➤ Electra Complex - the girl’s version of the Oedipus Complex



DEFENSE MECHANISMS

➤ The conflict between the id 
and the superego can leave 
the ego with anxiety  

➤ To protect itself, the ego 
distorts reality with defense 
mechanisms 

➤ Usually unaware this is 
happening 

➤ Scenario: Kyle is dating 
Jasmine. He is dumped by 
Jasmine for another guy 
named Drew.



REPRESSION

➤ banishes unwanted conscious thoughts to the unconscious 

➤ When asked about Jasmine, Kyle answers, “Who? Oh, haven’t 
really thought about her.” 

➤ Another example, a person not remembering their paren’t 
funeral.



REGRESSION

➤ Returning to an earlier, comforting form of behavior 

➤ Kyle begins to sleep with his favorite stuffed animal from 
childhood. 

➤ Another example, stomping off into another room after an 
argument to sulk.



DENIAL

➤ Not accepting the ego-threatening truth 

➤ Kyle still acts like he is together with Jasmine.



REACTION FORMATION

➤ Expressing the opposite of how one truly feels 

➤ Kyle claims he hates Jasmine.



PROJECTION

➤ Believing that the feelings someone has toward another 
person are actually held by the other person and directed 
toward you 

➤ Kyle insists that Jasmine still cares for him. 

➤ “The thief thinks everyone else is a thief.”



RATIONALIZATION

➤ Explaining our actions in a way that makes us look good 

➤ Kyle thinks he will find a better girlfriend, “She wasn’t that 
great anyway.”



DISPLACEMENT

➤ Redirecting one’s feelings toward another person or object 

➤ Kyle may take his anger out on another kid by bullying.



INTELLECTUALIZATION

➤ Undertaking an academic, unemotional study of a topic 

➤ Kyle starts doing a research paper on failed teenage romances.



SUBLIMATION

➤ Channeling one’s frustration towards another goal 

➤ Sometimes a healthy defense mechanism 

➤ Kyle learns how to play guitar or goes to the gym to work out.



CRITICISMS OF FREUD

➤ Really only studied wealthy 
women in Austria 

➤ His results are not empirically 
verifiable (really hard to test) 

➤ No predictive power



NEO-
FREUDIANS



THE NEO-FREUDIANS

➤ Incorporated some of Feud’s ideas on personality 

➤ Mostly the parts about the unconscious 

➤ Use projective tests (personality tests that use unclear images 
to trigger the projection of the unconscious mind) 

➤ Examples include: 

➤ Rorschach inkblot test 

➤ TAT test (Thematic Apperception Test) 

➤ subject given ambiguous picture and asks them what 
is happening 











ALFRED ADLER

➤ childhood feelings of 
insecurity can drive behavior 

➤ coined term inferiority 
complex 

➤ discussed connection between 
birth order and personality



KAREN HORNEY

➤ Children’s feelings of 
dependency give rise to 
feelings of helplessness and 
anxiety 

➤ this leads to adult desires 
for love and security 

➤ Against Freud’s views on 
masculinity 

➤ womb envy



CARL JUNG

➤ agreed with Freud about 
power of the unconscious 

➤ proposed idea of collective 
unconscious 

➤ ancestral memory 

➤ why different cultures share 
same ideas, universal 
symbols



HUMANISTIC
Maslow and Rogers



ABRAHAM MASLOW

➤ Studied healthy, creative people 

➤ Proposed that human motivations form a pyramid-shaped 
hierarchy of needs 

➤ Only when the needs are met at a level can one move up to 
the next level in the pyramid 

➤ We move up the pyramid toward self-actualization (the 
motivation to achieve our potential) and self-transcendence 
(motivation for identity, meaning, and purpose beyond the 
self)



MASLOW’S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS



CARL ROGERS

➤ Person-Centered Perspective 

➤ Agreed with Maslow that people have self-actualizing 
tendencies and that people are innately good 

➤ We are all like acorns. What do we need if we are to grow to 
our potential? Water, sun, soil. 

➤ Except to grow into healthy humans that can self-actualize 
we need to be: 

➤ Genuine - open with our feelings 

➤ Accepting - unconditional positive regard (total 
acceptance) 

➤ Empathic - understand another’s feelings, point of view


